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SIGNS YOU NEED TO UPGRADE

If you are a micro or very small business, meaning a firm that offers a particularly short product or
professional services list, operating under 10 employees, then QuickBooks is probably a valuable ally
for your financial and accounting management processes. Consider this another way; if you execute
all of your customer transactions within a 25 mile radius, your entire monthly sales list can be read on
two pages, and your complete inventory can be viewed through the door between your back-office
and warehouse, QuickBooks will probably suffice.
However, if you find any of these business elements cause you headaches on a daily basis and you
have the worrying feeling your company is operating between ‘small’ to ‘mid-sized’, moving from
QuickBooks to ERP might give you the system scope you need.
Below we have outlined three performance indicators you can leverage to instigate some initial
change-management momentum during a switch from QuickBooks to ERP.

QUICKBOOKS THIRD-PARTY APPLICATIONS FALL SHORT
QuickBooks is well-respected as a Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) platform, and its
dependability is rock-solid. Over time, as it has evolved, QuickBooks has developed integrations with
a host of third-party systems that promise ERP-like capabilities. However these integrations often fall
well short of complete ERP systems as they are ‘resources-lite’ business systems.
These kinds of integrations work fine if resource management processes can be executed on
the basis of somewhat lazy, “whenever-you-say” responses. But, if an operation calls for real-time
decision-making associated with critical business elements, third-party QuickBooks apps typically
end up falling short. So if speed becomes critical operationally, perhaps it’s time to look up rather
than out.

THE GROWTH OF YOUR ENTERPRISE DATABASE IS RAPID
In the same way speed-of-response can aid or limit the efficiency of enterprise resource management,
an inability to add more database elements within a particular decision-loop can create an equal
amount of concern. If a small business finds themselves losing business to one or more competitors
because they “didn’t know what they didn’t know, when they needed to know it”, it might be time
to take a look at migrating from QuickBooks to ERP; from a generally flat data platform, to a more
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sophisticated relational-database solution.
Once again, the scale of the particular enterprise is going to be key here. After all, there is no reason
to shell out on a Ferrari when a Ford Fiesta will work just fine. Having said that, when it comes to
resource decision-making associated with an obviously expanding enterprise, an ability to manipulate
more information will always be a valuable asset.
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INTEGRATION VS MIGRATION

Having identified the areas of your business that can no longer rely on QuickBooks for systematic
support, you face the thorny issue of system change. Change is always hard to swallow when a
small business faces the prospect of systems growth. But, when considering an essential operational
dependency like a company’s financial platform, decisions on whether or not to migrate QuickBooks
processes to ERP can become even more daunting.
Because of the formidable challenge ahead, it is vital your business fully defines the scope of system
change. But, in a world of integration and system configuration, the decisions you need to make
regarding your QuickBooks to ERP transition are not black and white.

QUICKBOOKS INTEGRATION
If your enterprise is small in scale and it appears ERP-like requirements have come to the fore,
QuickBooks does offer a long list of third-party integrations that offer ERP capabilities and an
alternative to a complete migration of QuickBooks. When considering an intergration, there are a
few factor you should consider, including:

TRANSACTION VOLUME
In this event, defining and measuring the total number of daily transactions is a reasonable way to
determine whether you should ‘integrate’ or move on to a pure ERP platform. If your bookkeeping
easily deals with a minimum number of transactions on a daily basis, then QuickBooks may still be
a ‘pro’ pick. However, if your operations have become ponderous, when it particularly comes to
granular revenue and expense reporting, then this suggests a move to a pure ERP solution.

USER COUNT
If your enterprise manages less than five or more full-time employees (FTEs), QuickBooks will probably
operate nominally, only requiring select ERP-like integrations to keep the ‘pro’ side of the operational
equation greased properly. However, if you have grown beyond this five-employee threshold, as a
basic management system QuickBooks can become somewhat problematic. In this event, and similar
to the previous transaction volume measurement, difficulties associated with operational speed and
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reporting may suggest a hard look at the ‘con’ side of the legacy Quickbooks environment.

EXPANDED FINANCIAL COMPLIANCE
As companies grow, accounting tenets tend to demand more sophisticated capabilities. This is
particularly true in specialized business segments like chemical manufacturing or pharmaceutical
production. In these events, companies tend to demand tier-1 GAAP capabilities in order to handle
complex issues relating to compliance such as state and/or federal regulations, various industry
standards, and corporate quality assurance initiatives.
On the other hand, ‘vanilla’ QuickBooks offers zero capability on either side of the operational
compliance ledger. As an SME, then, these two elements alone put you firmly on the ‘con’ side of the
Quickbooks integration vs. ERP pick list.

INTERNAL THROUGHPUT
While throughput issues tend to exhibit negative behaviors on the transaction side of SME operations
first, as a rule, once Quickbooks begins to outrun its internal capabilities, utility-level concerns also
begin to crop up. Anecdotally speaking many solution partners suggest that QuickBooks exhibits
negative behavior once its core record density approaches 250 MB in size, although there is no
empirical information to prove this.
Nevertheless, based on practical experience alone performance issues do begin appear once any
internal list exceeds 10,000 records. Consequently, should an SME begins to experience slow internal
response, this is usually a pretty good indicator that it’s time to throw the Quickbooks baby out the
window and find a more sophisticated ERP solution.

QUICKBOOKS MIGRATION
If you currently operate a QuickBooks on-premise system, and have researched the integrated route
but still feel you’re not getting what you need, the next move toward a true ERP option in QuickBooks’
lexicon may be to migrate to the company’s cloud-based variant. There are companies who offer
SaaS products which will allow your to not only directly translate a company’s current data to a
more expansive GAAP platform, but also allows cloud-based interaction with the third-party add-ons,
which can make migration slightly easier.
However, these value points will not help you if you are looking for more sophisticated manufacturing
or production scheduling, comprehensive project management, extended internal data-manipulation,
effective drill-down relational analysis, or finally, leverage enhanced reporting capabilities requiring
deep SQL database transparency.
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If this litany of constraints, whether they’re operational or technical, have lead your business
to the conclusion that it is time to bail out of QuickBooks all together, the next step is to begin a
comprehensive requirements gathering process.
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REQUIREMENTS GATHERING PITFALLS

Effective requirements gathering offers the ability to define finite differences between elements that
are ‘assumed’, versus practical ‘reality.’ Consequently, when considering the enterprise migration from
a QuickBooks platform to a more sophisticated ERP system, the execution of a solid requirements
process allows a migration manager to avoid many of the minefields present in any QuickBooks to
ERP upgrade.
However, simply acknowledging the necessity of an efficient requirements process is not enough.
Before one can execute a requirements round, one must develop a structure that directly supports
success at the most elemental level. In the case of a requirements gathering process for any ERP
migration, this can be achieved by inverting one’s thinking, by considering the impacts of what can go
south if one doesn’t do the right thing at the right time.

PRODUCING INCOMPLETE REQUIREMENTS
The First Law of Holes states, “if you find yourself in a hole, stop digging.” However, when it comes to
systems requirement development, the proverb is rarely considered, let alone applied effectively at
an enterprise level. The practical impact here is a considerable loss of time and increased costs while
recovering and/or creating information that ‘should have already been known’ at the outset of the
Quickbooks to ERP migration process.
For example, let’s take a look at a simple General Ledger (G/L) migration from QuickBooks to SAP
Business One; the ERP brand’s small business accounting module. In this event, while QuickBooks
offers typical general accounting processes, it does not allow for flexible G/L account segmentation,
on the other hand, Business One allows up to 10 account segments to be applied.
Consequently, should a user simply move his/her QuickBooks data to SAP, without first considering
the latter’s extended structural capability, it is likely that time and monetary costs will increase
because the enterprise’s entire G/L ledger structure will have to change. Granted, this is not a direct
technical issue per se, but from a financial management standpoint, the point of migrating to a pure
ERP system from QuickBooks in the first place is typically based on manipulating more data, rather
than less, going forward.
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INCORRECTLY IDENTIFYING REQUIREMENTS
This mistake is the most typical of all requirements development failures. To be frank, most individuals
don’t enjoy the tedious and often highly invasive process of drilling-down into ‘how and why’ things
work (or don’t work) at an enterprise level. These people tend to ‘assume’ accuracies that do not exist.
However, if one doesn’t spend the necessary investigatory time at the front-end of a requirement,
there will be an 80% greater chance a QuickBooks to ERP migration will offer inaccurate information
leading to operational failures.
For example, and again working off a QuickBooks to Business One scenario, consider the necessary
requirement for reconciliation of QuickBooks between its sub-ledgers and final G/L balances. In this
case, if a user does not ensure all sub-ledgers balance to QuickBooks internal G/L before moving the
data across the bridge, subsequent errors will extend forward, and the user will ultimately face fixes
after the fact or worse.

LOSING REQUIREMENTS DURING MIGRATION
Believe it or not, this happens regularly, and can be particularly bad for the continued employment of
any enterprise manager. The impact of ‘losing requirements’ during a QuickBooks to ERP migration
is bad enough when it applies to the failed movement or integration of data that leads to inaccurate
reporting. However, enterprise migration managers can even be guilty of the complete loss of focus
on a non-data based requirement during the migration process. The negative impact of this will be
keenly felt during any QuickBooks to ERP migration as many processes will need to be translated
across the system divide.
At the end of the day, if a manager takes a strategic view of the entire process of requirementsbuilding, on top of taking the time to ensure completely transparent migration requirements apply
throughout, the migration should be successful.
This, in turn, leads to a host of increased ROIs well beyond what one might typically expect from a
QuickBooks to ERP migration. These include but are not limited to; faster enterprise time-to-market
response, enhances in overall systems and business productivity, the expansion of team efficiencies
throughout the company, an ability to leverage real-time visibility, and finally, the creation of additional
products and services that typically lead to extended revenue over time.
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PLANNING YOUR MIGRATION FROM QUICKBOOKS TO ERP

You have now determined your enterprise processes need to be lifted up to the next level. You aim
to achieve this by migrating from QuickBooks to a more sophisticated ERP system offering deeper
processing capability. Subsequently, you have taken your conclusion to senior and line management,
in the form of a requirements analysis, who have also been sold on the change; but what now?
Well, aside from the obvious need to identify and purchase a next-gen ERP system, along with
securing a competent technical partner to help you guide the balls as they roll around on the table,
the next critical set of processes will be planning an ERP migration project. This project will be driven
by a clear goal of keeping the entire ERP evolution from falling by the wayside.
QuickBooks is not an ERP system, migrating it isn’t headache free. Your business still needs to operate
and demands your focus. One approach is to use a specialist team to manage the migration for you.
This way your focus is on running the operation while others dedicate their time to successfully
migrating the data. Using steering committees is good practice for these kinds of projects. This brings
us to the next issue.

WHICH DATA NEEDS TO MIGRATE?
QuickBooks data management is often basic compared to ERP data management. ERP systems
go beyond QuickBooks scope. This can be overwhelming when trying to work out aspects such as
inventory value depreciation.
To begin, work out what aspects are business critical. You might end up with a list that looks like this:
•

Inventory stock levels, cost, and lead times

•

Existing customer orders including deadlines

•

Current balance sheet

•

Existing vendor orders

•

Plants, plant equipment, and assets

•

Hardware
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DATA OMISSIONS
The success of your integration is dependent on the relevant data successfully migrated to your
ERP system. It can be complex as most ERP systems provide options that simply don’t exist in the
QuickBooks world.
Missing data can lead to inaccurate reporting and it’s easy to lose data during any migration. For
example, should you use your mission-critical stock and not account for the usage in the new
system, it won’t reorder in time or flag up in a report. These problems lead to costly delays and even
reputational damage.

PLANNING YOUR ERP DATA MIGRATION
The solution to the issues of data migration is to use trained teams. Good ERP software providers
will have their own and be more than willing to guide you through the process. Some may handle it
themselves in the first instance and provide training afterward.
Make sure department heads are present when their own data is being migrated. This is a good
opportunity to clean data and will save time later on. Your department heads will choose the data to
discard. There is no point migrating irrelevant data.
Once the data migration to the new system is complete you should then look at the new options
you have to better run your operation. Tell your support teams what you want to be able to see and
what you want the system to do. As such, they should train you to use and configure the system as
necessary.
Hierarchical permissions for responsibilities and job roles should be set. They can be adjusted later if
necessary. You should allow time for the new system to bed down. Use a test system for final checks.
This should include another round of data cleansing using the same procedure outlined above.

HARDWARE NEEDS
Hardware, in this case, means an inventory and quality investigation regarding all, (and I mean all),
hardware, firmware, and/or peripheral systems that blink, buzz, doink, and whirr, in order to execute,
store and support information across your existing QuickBooks system.
This area of focus also extends to data rate measurements, accessible static and/or dynamic
bandwidth, gateway/routing limitations, and signal delivery capabilities and dependencies regarding
one’s particular cable infrastructure. The goal in this case is to determine whether the enterprises’
physical environment will scale-up easily while attempting to avoid QuickBooks migration issues
beyond the upgrade processes themselves.
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SOFTWARE NEEDS
Software and, again, we’re talking about all software systems that support, secure, manage, balance,
and/or execute data across the enterprises’ QuickBooks infrastructure. In this case, the inventory
and quality investigation regards the central potential of non-compliance between what the current
QuickBooks platform requires and utilizes, versus what will be required from any new ERP system.

EXISTING “WETWARE”
Now, move onto wetware. In this case, the manager is looking for process similarities, and/or
dissimilarities, associated with QuickBooks protocols, versus future ERP system protocols. This
process should make an attempt to clearly understand any system colloquialisms, sometimes
referred to as ‘bad habits’.
Identifying these colloquialisms will require a considerable degree of patience and tact, since every
enterprise/divisional workforce harbors non-standard processes that are typically justified as being
‘simple systems work-arounds.’ However, if a QuickBooks workaround is not clearly identified and
understood, when it comes to migrate to a new system, issues of process non-compliance will create
additional turmoil when it is least appreciated.

STAFF TRAINING
This test system is ideal for staff training. It provides an opportunity for staff to play with the system
and get to know it. After training is complete you should expect teething problems when the system
first goes live. It is important to give your teams full support and build confidence. It is daunting when
switching from one system to another especially one that is complex as an ERP.
Only when you and your teams are confident should you stop using the old system. Do not rush to
completely switch to the new ERP based system. It’s a marathon, not a sprint. You don’t want to trip
up and suffer reputation damage as a result.
While these focus points only begin to form the foundations for what will be required of a serious
migration plan, they will give you some bread crumbs to follow. As the old saying goes, ‘start where
you stand or you’ll never get anywhere.’
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MIGRATION BEST PRACTICES

There are a host of practical challenges associated with the decision to migrate from QuickBooks
to ERP. Perhaps the most daunting of these issues regards intrinsic scale-of-operations differences
between what can fairly be referred to as a ‘small-business’ system in the form of QuickBooks, versus
a more sophisticated enterprise platform like a Tier 1 or 2 ERP system.
While these dissimilarities may focus on system size, function, and data elements, before one can
get to the wheat as it were, one must first clear away the chaff. In the event of an ERP migration, this
means working through the myriad of ‘wetware’ issues.
These ‘wetware’ issues arise from an enterprise-sized lack of confidence driven by the decision
to discard central financial/resources capabilities in favor of going headfirst down the rabbit hole,
hurtling toward one or more big, and usually scary operational unknowns. To counter these issues, it
is essential to follow well established best practices during your system migration.

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE BUYING AND WHY
This primarily applies to senior management cadres that, on the one hand, may enjoy the concept
of real-time resource reporting when sitting at lunch, but don’t clearly understand how deep these
systems subsume and control operations on a daily basis. The response here is simple. Learn about
the value of a new system first, then follow-up by actively pushing any new value or knowledge all the
way down to the enterprise floor.
For example, when comparing QuickBooks with a Tier 1 or Tier 2 ERP system, there are a host of
extended capabilities immediately available to any expanding enterprise including;
Account number sophistication: low flexibility in account segmentation in QuickBooks, versus
comprehensive account segmentation in many ERP systems.
Inventory: basic inventory tracking in QuickBooks versus a constellation of capabilities such as
average cost valuations, serial numbering, record batching, multi-warehouse management, FIFO
record management, and average and standard costing.
Scalability: QuickBooks on-premise exhibits retrograde speed as one’s enterprise data mass
expands. On the other hand QuickBooks Enterprise and SaaS ERP offer cloud capability that scalesup on demand.
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IDENTIFY AND SECURE A SOLID IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER
Knowledge represents nothing unless action accompanies it. When taking a hard look at an ERP
implementation, it’s paramount any ‘incoming’ systems partner binds itself to the same culture as an
enterprise itself. This means if your company is somewhat lazy about migration scheduling, then a
systems partner should offer the same level of response (why one would operate this way is beyond
me, but it is what it is). On the other hand, if your company fosters and values hard-charging business
response, then a systems partner should offer the same level of activity.

SELL ON, SIGN ON
This element can not be over-sold, nor can it be a one-time event. If everyone is not on the same
page, an enterprise software migration will fail. In this case, the right approach here is to sell, sell, sell;
then encourage your enterprise workforce to ‘sign on’ to the change either formally or informally.
This activity should be driven from the top down, by executing system education sessions well ahead
of the time a company’s systems partner appears at the door. This early buy-in process pays huge
dividends down the road, and at the same time, will gain early favor from the workforce ranging from
the executive to shop floors.

RESPOND, THEN RESPOND AGAIN
This bit of confidence-building goes to the heart of any migration-based enterprise evolution. Whether
a company is expanding from spreadsheets to QuickBooks, or QuickBooks to ERP, the premise of
emotional support driven by an immediate response to any query must be met quickly, directly and
accurately. There is nothing more damaging to a migration evolution than to have a worker ask a
question and get minimal or no support, particularly when management is trying to sell an enterprise
systems change.
Granted these are just a few ways to approach the challenges associated with a QuickBooks to
ERP migration, since each enterprise is different. Nevertheless, if you start working on ‘wetware’
challenges first, employee buy-in will be achieved, thereby creating a more efficient overall end-toend migration process.
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Whether you’re upgrading from QuickBooks to a new on-premise or SaaS system, in a small or
mid-sized company, the need for an effective management plan based on mitigating the impacts
of workforce change is critical. In his book “Leading Change”, Harvard Business School’s John Kotter
outlines several straightforward steps that offer an active change continuum while producing a
minimum of toil and trouble inside the enterprise workforce.

CREATE A SENSE OF URGENCY
This step articulates a way to create momentum leading to the buy-in of the largest enterprise group
possible. For example, your enterprise inventory group may be facing reporting slowdowns stemming
from your QuickBooks on-premise system. The promise of one or more systems upgrade options
can create positive excitement that will not only help a workforce see light in the tunnel operationally,
but will also clearly support any upgrade proposal in the future.

FORM STRONG COALITIONS
As the old saying goes, ‘there’s safety in numbers,’ and this axiom applies particularly in the case of
change management. Consider a CFO who feels his enterprise QuickBooks financial modules are
archaic and difficult to deal with, but is unwilling to go to a subordinate IT manager for help first.
Chances are if the IT manager is sharp, and knows his operating environment, the CFO’s business
squawks are on his or her radar. After all, they probably feel the same way about the quality of their
own departmental reporting. This common ground can immediately serve as a team window both
managers can easily operate through, creating a ready coalition that can drive an enterprise toward
a future QuickBooks upgrade decision.

CREATE AND COMMUNICATE A VISION
As the fable goes, sometime around the turn of the last century a cannery was having a hard time
selling its inventory of pale salmon to a locally sated customer base. Consequently, the management
came up with a unique ‘if you can’t fix it, feature it’ marketing slogan, by advertising their salmon was
‘Guaranteed not to turn pink in the can,’ subsequently creating a firestorm of new business. The
same approach can be applied to enterprise system change; establish selling points for process
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change and establish a vision for the future system landscape.
The creation and communication of a vision associated with a QuickBooks to ERP system transition is
essential for change management success. If a manager is not willing to ‘talk the talk’ every day, it will
be highly-unlikely one will ever have a chance to ‘walk the walk’ sometime in the future.
Kotter’s change management approach is based on common sense to be sure, but it is much
more than that, since the doctrine is easily applied to virtually any sized company, or technological
requirements, including the upgrade from a QuickBooks system to ERP.
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This guide was written by Rick Carlton and Helen Peatfield, ERP Focus Columnists, with
contributions from Megan Meade and Tom Feltham, ERP Focus Editors
For more exclusive ERP advice and resources follow ERP Focus on social media:

This guide was brought to you by www.erpfocus.com
Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com is licensed by CC BY 3.0
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